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message from

the ceo

“October definitely wasn’t an ordinary
month for Opal team. This was a Wow
month! The First Annual OPAL SPORTS
WEEK is on the go. The Event which is
meant to promote partnership between
OPAL members and the society in general kicked off with the Golf Tournament as
part of the OPAL Sports Week program!!
The tournament which took place on
14th October, for 50+ had 116 participants and had an exciting tie between
Ali Hameed Al Saleh and Alan Middle-

ton in which the later won after a grueling day. The tournament was officiated
by HE Sayyid Sulaiman bin Hamoud Al
Busaidy - Deputy Secretary General of
the Council of Ministers and managed
in partnership with Oman Golf Committee. I’m so excited to see the rest of the
events which will take place between
5-18 November. Football which has 28
teams registered to take part as well as
Cricket with 18 teams and 10 teams for
the Ladies Bowling tournament. In addition, and, I believe, for the first time,
a Mountain Bike Cross country race will
kick off on 18/11 – National Day with
40 mountain bikers already registered
to take part. The closing ceremony will
take place at Sultan Qaboos Sports
Complex starting at 5 pm on 11th November.
On October 19th we launched the
Ta’asis program which took place at
Crowne Plaza under the auspices of HE
Saim Al Aufi and in partnership with
SMEF (SME Funding). 40 Participants
of potential SME’s , shortlisted from a total of 350 applicants, went through the
introductory phase and final selection
was made after two days workshops
and training. Let’s see what next month
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will bring and I’m looking forward to
creation of at least two new companies
mainly to supply manpower potentially
to drilling companies. The idea came
about as part of efforts to assist staff who
have been affected by the economic
downturn and as part of staff redeployment efforts.
The LWD project continues to make
good progress. SEMTA facilitated the
second National Occupational Standards (NOS) workshop for Mechanical
Manufacturing Engineering and started
the final project for 2017 which is Engineering, Process and Activities Management. These two projects bring the tally
for 2017 to six with over 20 job roles
functionally analyzed by subject matter
experts from our sector. The OPAL STAR
(Standards for Training Approval and
Recognition) Learning hub project is also
nearing completion, with the launch due
in early December. The team has been
busy conducting the OPAL STAR provider audits, with our excellent private training providers, with 7 completed and 3
more to come in November. The process for the standardization of training
courses has now been completed, and
the first pilot project using the HSE NOS
to develop the first Oman HSE Advisor
Apprenticeship is well underway.
The month ended with a bang! The 2
day OPAL Oil and Gas Conference 1st
Edition, organised by Oman Society
for Petroleum Services (Opal) and managed by Oman- expo, was opened with
remarks by Dr Amer Al Rawas, Opal
chairman and His Excellency Salim Al
Aufi.
The first day sessions revolved around
Alternative Technologies in Oil and Gas,
and Cybersecurity and their impact on
our sector. presented by a mixture of
international and local speakers from
PDO, Oxy, OOCEP, Glasspoint Solar,
RoNikInspectioneering B.V., BP Oman,
Information Technology Authority (ITA),
Gulf Business Machines, Trowers &
Hamlins, Deloitte and Siemens. Each
of the subjects on Day 1 culminated in
exciting interactive panel sessions facilitated by subject matter experts. The
end of Day 1 also saw the gathering of
specialists in an HSE workshop about
effective learning from major process
safety incidents.
The second day focused on the proposed MOG Regulatory Framework for
the oil and gas sector and expounded
on the progress of the In-Country Value
(ICV) Strategy and the development
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of specialized and efficient workforce
for the industry. Dr Anwar Al Kharusi
Oman Oil Company who was seconded to MOG to head the Regulatory
Framework team; Brad Hubbard, International Centre of Regulatory Excellence
(ICORE) Canada; Sadiq Al Lawati of
Occidental of Oman; Amer Al Sinani,
Ministry of Oil & Gas; Dr Raied Abdulkarim, ORPIC, Hilal Yarubi of Oxy,
and many more gave quite interesting
presentations on the subjects under
discussion. Again as for Day 1, each
session culminated in discussion panels
with exciting and informative discussions
that took us well into the afternoon.
The two-day Event ended up with an
exclusive gala dinner and an exciting
O&G CEO panel session full of insight
into the Oman’s oil and gas industry
forecast and action plan to 2020. Facilitated by Mohamed Al Kharusi Chairman Intersearch ME, the high powered
event was chaired by H.E. Salim Al Aufi
Undersecretary MOG in the presence of
Raoul Restucci of PDO, Oxy’s Steve Kelly, Yousuf Al Ojaili of BP, John Malcom –
OOCEP and Mohamed Al Jawhari from
Hydrocarbon Finder in addition to our
esteemed Chairman Dr. Amer Al Rawas.
I will use the opportunity to quote myself.
“By bringing together a pool of thought
leaders under one roof, we are aiming
to increase knowledge and awareness
about the potential opportunities in the
Sultanate’s oil and gas sector. With
Oman’s ICV initiatives launched to increase the percentage from 18 to 32
by 2020, our contribution through this
platform is to further the establishment
and expansion of industries and services
and boost job creation and Omani economic growth.” It was a really hectic
month, but we believe it was worth it.
We brought to the fore a number of Best
Practices that were disseminated at the
Conference.
Talking about Business
Best Practices – we are planning the
yearly OPAL Awards on Best Business
Practices scheduled to take place in January 2018. The Event details and participation therefore will be announced in
due course – with that I will pen off for
now…..Until then...”
P.S by the way – you would have by
now heard about the H.M.’s direction to
provide jobs for 25,000 jobless Omanis. As we speak a framework is being
formulated on our share of providing
5000 jobs from our sector. Watch this
space……..!! Let us know your views!!”
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Upcoming Events

member news

PDO Donates Fire Trucks

First Annual Opal Sports Week

For Training

5-18 November 2017

Opal Awards - Best Business Practice
Dates to be announced

Oman’s brightest Young Business

Professionals honoured at NTI

BizPro Awards 2017

Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) has donated six fire tender trucks from its
emergency vehicle fleet to the International College of Engineering & Management (ICEM).
The trucks will be used to train students in practical elements of their course work
that are necessary In well engineering, health and safety, fire safety and facilities
management.
They were handed over to Fadhil Muheem Al Zadjali, Chief Fire Officer at ICEM
College, at PDO’s Mina Al Fahal fire station.
The Company’s Fire and Rescue department has purchased new fire and rescue
vehicles allowing it to dispense with some of its older ones.
PDO External Affairs and Value Creation Director Abdul- Amir Al Ajmi said: “we
are delighted to be in a position where we can support institutes such as ICEM
and we look forward to more collaborations.

The Sultanate’s brightest young business professionals were awarded top
honours at the recently organised 11th NTI Bizpro Awards 2017 ceremony, that was held at the Sheraton Oman Hotel under the auspices of
His Highness Sayyid Tarik bin Shabib, Director, Renaissance Services. His
Excellency Salim bin Nasser Al Aufi, Undersecretary to the Ministry of Oil
and Gas was the Chief Guest of this year’s glitterati ceremony.
The BizPro Awards have been conceptualised to recognize and reward
the exceptional contribution of Omani business professionals in the private
sector. The winners of this year’s Bizpro Awards 2017 are Shahad Naser
Al Wahaibi, Fuels Marketing, Branding and Communications Implementer, from Shell Oman Marketing SAOG and Ahlam Nasser Al Tauqi, Tendering & Contracts Manager (TCM), from Rukun Al Yaqeen International
L.L.C, who were presented with their trophies
by His Excellency Salim bin Nasser Al Aufi and scholarships by His Highness Sayyid Tarik bin Shabib.
The finalists Afaf Ali Moosa, Unit Head Large Corporates, Bank Muscat;
Mohammed Yahya Al Jabri, Head of Business Synergy, NBO; Nasser
Juma Al Maskri, Relationship Manager-Trade, NBO; Ahmed Mohammed
Al Ardhi, Area Manager - Sadara Wealth Management, NBO; as well as
the winners - Shahad Naser Al Wahaibi and Ahlam Nasser Al Tauqi were
awarded certificates by His Highness Sayyid Tarik bin Shabib. That’s not
all - the 6 finalists will also receive a two-month internship at one of Babcock International Group’s UK offices.
The NTI BizPro awards are presented by Renaissance Services SAOG,
which has been providing scholarships to the winners each year. Renaissance’s association with the awards is in keeping with its reputation as a
company that is known for its strong ethical corporate governance, business excellence, encouragement to Omani youth empowerment and the
peaking of individual competence.
The two wining candidates showcased an ability to harness changes
in their business environments, and to be a part of Oman’s successful
growth story. Commenting upon her win - Ahlam Nasser AI Tauqi said,
“Winning the coveted BizPro Award will definitely make a significant
difference to my career, and I’m honoured to have received this award
and be recognised among the top young empowered professionals in
Oman.” Shahad Naser Al Wahaibi, another winner averred, “I hope to
encourage other young Omani professionals to be a part of this amazing
recognition in the coming years. Receiving such an award makes me feel
that I am on the right path, and should continue working hard to achieve
my goals. “

CGG’s sponsorship to the 6th National

nnual Inter College Environmental
Public Speaking Competition (ICEPSC)
The 6th National Annual Inter College Environmental
Public Speaking Competition (ICEPSC) 2017 was
organized by The Environment Society of Oman
(ESO) in cooperation with
Emirates
Environmental
Group (EEG).
The competition was prepared with the goal of developing a deep appreciation of the environment and an understanding of the
challenges facing it through study, research, discussion and debate.
The students’ challenge was to build and present strong cases on different contemporary issues and questions relating to the environment. The competition
gave the participants a platform make presentations and to showcase their
knowledge and talent. The ICEPSC competition also served as a good networking tool among government and private academic institutions. A distinguished
panel of judges was invited to evaluate the performances of the participants.
Winners of the national competition will now prepare to participate in the regional competition organized by Emirates Environmental Group (EEG) which
will be held on 27 & 28 November 2017 in Dubai.
CGG Oman was honored to help sponsor this important learning event that
enabled Omani students to develop valuable skills in research, writing, critical
thinking, public presentation, and leadership. CGG also is pleased to support
environmental initiatives within the communities where we operate and as a
responsible global corporate citizen.
Opal Newsletter
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Compass Oil Services have
completed 1000 LTI free days

Gulf Petrochemical Services & Trading L.L.C

passed milestone in making GPS an

incident and injury free company

Gulf Petrochemical Services & Trading L.L.C (GPS) is a leading 100%
Omani owned Contracting and Trading Company with active participation in Oman’s Hydrocarbon, Petrochemical and Energy Sector industries
since 1983.
On 30th September 2017, GPS passed a significant milestone in our ongoing journey towards making GPS an incident and injury free company
when GPS team Mukhaizna completed 8 years without a Lost Time Incident.
Mr. P.S. Solanki - GPS Corporate HSE Manager said, “This outstanding
achievement reiterates our firm commitment to safety and demonstrates
that in GPS, we ‘walk the talk’ when it comes to safe working practices.
This achievement is all the more remarkable considering the various challenges GPS has had to deal with, including the major facilities shutdown,
various well operations and the ongoing oil field service contract in OXY
Mukhaizna. I strongly believe that this achievement is the resultant of a safe
work culture based on hard work and commitment to teamwork, personal
ownership of systems and facilities, continuous improvement and strong
management support & guidance from GPS/OXY Management.

Compass Oil Services is a local independent company providing reliable, innovative, and highly technical well placement services to the oil and gas drilling
industry.
Compass is proudly announcing that we have completed 1000 LTI free days.
with carrying out services in both of our base in Muscat and our field sites in
Daleel and PetroGas.
we achieved this success by continuing to monitor special types of hazards and
injury associated with our industry such ass hand injury, manual lifting, machinery and driving hazards. and by keeping training of our stuff updated. with daily
instruction and reporting any near miss.

PDO Helps 464 Omanis
Qualify And Secure Employment

HappyOrNot: Sodexo | Socat
looks after your happiness
Sodexo | Socat has chosen the renowned HappyOrNot solution to assess
the well-being of its consumers. Since
July 2017, HappyOrNot Smiley TerminalsTM have been deployed in 18 client
sites, with more to come. These terminals
provide real time measurement of our
clients and consumers satisfaction and
well-being.
Main features of the system makes it the
perfect solution for both in-town offices
and remote site locations:
It is easy to set up, completely wireless
(cellular + battery based system) and allows unlimited number of customized questions.
It is user-friendly and anonymous: Customers respond to our survey question
by pressing the smiley that best corresponds to their experience,
It is monitored by a third-party: we guarantee complete transparency and
accurate results to our clients with automated reporting system.
It gives instant feedback: we put in place action plans in real-time and verify
the effectiveness of each action.
Together with our ISO 9001-2008 certification and the ISO 22000 certification of our supply chain, HappyOrNot is a major achievement in our continuous search of improving Quality of Life for our clients and their employees.
In less than five months, more than 50,000 feedbacks have been recorded
and contributed to improve the well-being of our customers.
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A celebration event was held at Muscat’s Grand Millennium hotel to honour their success under the auspices of His Excellency Dr Yahya bin Mahfoodh Al Mantheri, Chairman of the State Council.
The jobseekers have qualified to work in a wide variety of trades, including scaffolding, mechanics, pipe fitting, steel fixing, store keeping, metal
sheet fabrication, and vehicle maintenance and repair.
The batch also includes 75 welders who have been trained to 6G level
– the highest international standard, and 17 women, who will work in
vehicle sales and social media.
The trainees were the eighth batch to graduate from PDO’s National Objectives programme which has created more than 40,000 job, training
and redeployment opportunities for Omanis since it was launched in
2011, with more than 10,000 this year alone.
The Company is targeting the creation of 50,000 such opportunities between 2017 and 2019 in close consultation with the Ministry of Manpower, The National Training Fund and the Public Authority of Manpower
Registration.
PDO has been actively working with partners beyond its natural boundaries including aviation, real estate, fashion and hospitality as part of the
ongoing effort to diversify the Sultanate’s economy.
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OPAL news

Two-day Opal Oil and Gas Conference

has marked the pathway for oil and gas sector

The inaugural edition of Opal Oil
& Gas Conference (OOGC) was
held on October 30 and 31 at the
Grand Millennium Muscat under
the auspices of the Ministry of Oil
and Gas and HE Salim Al Aufi.
The conference, organized by the
Oman Society for Petroleum Services (Opal) alongside pioneer and
leading exhibitions and conferences
organizer Omanexpo, will centre
on the theme ‘Driving excellence
in upstream hydrocarbon activities
in the Sultanate’, highlighting the
Ministry of Oil & Gas’ initiatives to
continue investment in oil exploration and enhanced oil recovery activities and other alternative sources
of production and exploration and
broaden the sector’s contribution to
the economy.
High-level speakers from Oman’s
key oil and gas companies was
sharing their knowledge and experiences relating to the main topics: ‘Alternative Technologies for
Oil and Gas’, ‘Cybersecurity on
the Oil and Gas Sector’, ‘Oil and
Gas Regulatory Frameworks and
Standards’, and ‘In-Country Value Sharing Best Practices’.
Session one of the first day focused
on alternative technologies in oil

and gas, where Said Al Balushi
from Occidental Oman shared
insights on the advanced technologies related to the oil and gas industry. Marwan Chaar, vice president
of Project Development of GlassPoint Solar will discuss how to use
solar energy to produce low-cost,
emissions-free steam for heavy oil
production. Paul Fidder, regional director, Middle East, FSU and Egypt,
SPD, will discuss new approaches
to well engineering and construction. A case study on inspection
of industrial confined spaces using
Drone and 3D technology will be
presented by Marien van den Hoek,
CCO, RoNik Inspectioneering.
Apart from the main sessions, the
conference also included interactive
panel sessions and HSE workshops,
culminating in an exclusive gala
dinner with a CEO panel session,
which was opened by HE Salim
bin Nasser bin Said Al Aufi, undersecretary at the Ministry of Oil and
Gas.
Highlighting the importance of
the regulations, HE Salim Al Aufi
commented: The new ‘Oman Oil
and Gas Regulations’ represent
an across-the-board effort to bring
international standards and best
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practice to our industry. They provide, among other things, greater
specificity to the existing Oil and
Gas Law and the Exploration and
Production Sharing Agreement
(EPSA), while eliminating any room
for ambiguity that comes in the way
of the safe and efficient management of the nation’s hydrocarbon
resources.”
Raoul Restucci, managing director
of Petroleum Development, Steve
Kelly, president and general manager of Occidental of Oman Inc.
(OXY Oman), Dr John Malcolm,
executive managing director of
Oman Oil Company Exploration &
Production (OOCEP) and Mohammed Al Jahwari, chief executive officer of HydroCarbon Finder Oman
(HCF) also shared their insights on
Oman’s oil and gas industry forecast and action plan up till 2020 at
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the CEO panel session during the
gala dinner.
Musallam Al Mandhari, CEO,
Opal said, “The OOGC platform is
designed to challenge thinking and
spur creativity. Attendees will take
away new ideas, new relationships,
and increased motivation to contribute to addressing these integrated
challenges in new ways. With all
the oil and gas stakeholders from
the Sultanate confirmed to attend
the event, this conference is not to
be missed by any company looking
for opportunities in the market.”
OOGC Oman was supported by
Petroleum Development Oman and
boasts of a sponsor lineup that includes Occidental of Oman, Oman
Oil Company Exploration and Production, Oman LNG, and Omanexpo’s landmark oil and gas event,
Oil and Gas West Asia.
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Fees
Member*

Non-member

Road safety standard

Title

40

70

Camp standard

25

40

Heat stress standard

15

30

Package

70

110

* Shown values are covering only the costs of production.
With each purchase you will get digital copy on CD.
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